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2024 is starting strong for WindTech with our newest addition to the team: Project Manager Brian Holmegaard!
Brian Holmegaard has previously been employed at WindTech but left for new challenges at Vestas. Last week, he returned after several years to reapply his skills and experience with WindTech once again in Herning, Denmark.
Together with the rest of WindTech, Brian is gearing up for an even busier 2024. His focus in the coming months will be on the implementation of new systems and processes, while also maintaining our high quality and reliability for our clients.

Who is Brian Holmegaard Nielsen?
Brian is the newest project manager at WindTech. Like our other project managers, he has a long and seasoned career behind him working with wind turbines in Denmark.
47 years old, Brian resides in the charming Danish town of Spjald with his wife and three children. With a long career in the wind turbine industry dating back to 1999, Brian is not only passionate about the refurbishment and repair of wind turbines, but also deeply committed to contributing to the green transition.
Coming from several years at Vestas and Siemens Gamesa, Brian once again longed for fresh challenges at WindTech. Factors such as shorter chains of command and a flat company structure, were key in his decision. Together with the entire WindTech team in Herning, Brian envisions a bright future for the wind turbine industry.
Brians will work closely with our clients and their wind turbine projects, leveraging his knowledge and experience to ensure high-quality solutions. Additionally, he’ll be reviewing our internal structures, processes, and helping foster a positive work environment. Brian has already used his experience with company structure and organization from Vestas and has applied them in numerous changes across WindTech. We look forward to more!
Beyond the world of wind turbines, Brian actively participates in Spjald’s local leisure center. He also has an active lifestyle, including physical activities such as spinning and running.

Moving forward with WindTech
Brian is still settling back into his previous, yet entirely new role at WindTech. Over time, he’ll slowly be reintroduced to our current projects and clients. Moving forward, Brian will supplement our two project managers, Svend-Erik and Jørgen, while also having a focus on processing new WindTech clients, business partners and connections.
So, if you have any questions for Brian, you want to extend a welcome to the WindTech team, or want his opinion on a project, feel free to reach out to him at bhn@wind-tech.dk or call him via +45 21 30 01 20.
WindTech is excited to have Brian on board, steering our project management endeavors to new heights.
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Merry Christmas and a happy New Year from WindTech!
As an unusually busy 2023 draws to a close, we at WindTech would like to thank you all! We express our warmest wishes to our valued business partners, clients, colleagues, and all stakeholders who have made 2023 truly remarkable for all of us at WindTech.
From December 22nd to January 2nd, we’ll be celebrating our Christmas vacation with our families. However, we want to assure you all that we’re still reachable in case of emergencies. If you have any immediate or important issues, concerns, inquiries, or questions about a project or our temporary closure, please reach out directly to our director, Carl Ingemann, at cis@wind-tech.dk or +45 61 37 21 20.
If you need a last-minute update on a project, make sure to reach out before we leave for Christmas!

What happens during the Christmas Holidays?
While you can still reach out to our director in case of emergencies, the rest of the workshop and offices will be shut down for the holidays.
However, our LinkedIn page will be updated throughout the holidays. We’ve already planned a particularly interesting take on an exciting piece of industry news!
So make sure to stay in touch via LinkedIn.
Besides the piece of industry news, we also plan to keep you updated on our new intiatives in 2024. This includes the launch of a brand new newsletter! Here you can stay updated on both industry news, updates from WindTech and all behind-the-scenes parts of our company.

So, to all: Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year from WindTech A/S
On that note, WindTech wishes everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! We look forward to reconnecting with you all in 2024. We’ll soon be back energized and ready to embark on new and exciting ventures together throughout the new year.
Best regards,
The WindTech Team
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The Christmas Holidays are approaching! Because of that, we’d like to update all of you on our new opening hours during the WindTech 2023 Christmas Vacation. This is to ensure all our business partners, clients, and suppliers are updated in time before Christmas. From Friday, December 22nd, until January 2nd, all our facilities will be temporarily closed. This will allow all of WindTech to enjoy a well-deserved break and enjoy the holiday season with our loved ones.

If you have ongoing projects or there’s anything you’d like to discuss with us before Christmas, we encourage you to reach out to us before December 22nd. Whether you need an update on a project, make a new inquiry, or have any unanswered questions, we are prepared to address your needs and concerns.

Normal operations will resume on January 3rd, 2024. At this time, we’ll be back in full swing, eager to continue on current projects and discuss new ones.


Already now, we ‘d like to extend our warmest wishes to all our business partners, clients, and suppliers along with their families. We hope the Christmas Holiday brings joy and relaxation to everyone. But firstly, we look forward to continuing your projects over the next few weeks!
 
Get in Touch before the WindTech 2023 Christmas Vacation

The WindTech 2023 Christmas vacation is right around the corner!
So, if you have questions, updates, or other related issues, make sure to get in touch! . Either contact our project managers, or reach out via phone +45 97 33 33 80 or email info@wind-tech.dk.
 
For further updates before the Christmas Holiday kicks in, be sure to follow our LinkedIn page.
 
We plan to post different content over the christmas holiday. So, make sure to stay tuned for even more updates on the wind turbine industry and WindTech in general.
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WindTech feedback helps us get better every time, and this is why we need you!
WindTech is expanding to new markets and different horizons. As a part of this journey, we’re committed more than ever to giving you the best experience and solution.
Because of this expansion, we need more input as to how we can provide better solutions, products, and guidance for your wind turbine projects. And who can provide the feedback better than our valued clients and business partners!
Whether you’re a long-standing business partner or a new acquaintance, we’d like to get your feedback. The feedback is concerning all of our solutions, products, and knowledge in general. This feedback will help us deliver high-quality and reliable solutions and products for an even better experience in the future.

How You Can Share Your WindTech Feedback and Experiences
We have no one-way system of receiving feedback. So, whether you prefer the traditional email or survey, we have a variety of different ways to submit feedback to WindTech.
Two ways to share your thoughts and experiences with us is through WindTech’s Microsoft Forms or via WindTech’s Google Reviews. You can also opt for a simple email to maj@wind-tech.dk, where you can share your main feedback, suggestions for improvement, and points of criticism. 
Additionally, if you’d like to forward your feedback to a select project manager, you can find all contact information here.
These insights will help us understand what we’re doing right and where we can improve. The feedback will also help us tailor our products and solutions to better suit your projects and needs moving forward.
[image: With your WindTech feedback, we aim to provide even better solutions moving forward.]We appreciate your help in order to maintain our commitment to high quality and reliability. So, thank you for being a part of the WindTech community and for contributing to our expansion and journey to even better solutions.
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Today we are celebrating WindTech’s 15-year anniversary!
For most companies, October has likely been a month without too much unordinary significance. But for WindTech, this month marked the 15-year anniversary of our founder and Technical Director, Jørgen Bang Jensen. To that extent, WindTech itself has also reached the 15-year mark of activities across the wind turbine sector.

The early beginnings of WindTech
October of 2008 marked the beginning of a new era for Jørgen. He had just founded his new company, WindTech A/S, after he left Vestas for new challenges. WindTech provided an array of new opportunities, projects, and challenges for Jørgen. But WindTech also marked a switch towards a new company structure where Jørgen worked even closer to clients, projects, and their turbine solutions.
WindTech started as a supplier to Vestas itself, but over time, WindTech developed its own clientele. This included a variety of different solutions and products in order to cater to a new market in the wind turbine industry. Since then, WindTech has provided both refurbishments, repairs and sourcing of main components.
In 2021 WindTech was acquired by the Scottish company, Johnston Fuels. The Scottish company was looking to expand into the renewable energy sector. This acquisition marked the end of Jørgens ownership of WindTech. However, the purchase also marked WindTech’s entrance into a bigger and varied group of companies. A group that aimed to provide energy across Scotland, England, Denmark, and much of Europe.
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WindTech after 15 years of operations
Today, WindTech fields 20+ employees in the WindTech workshop, our CEO and three project managers, where Jørgen sits as the Technical Director. Even though WindTech was acquired by Johnston Fuels in 2021, WindTech has maintained its core values and flat structure. This helps to ensure our clientele high-quality refurbishments and access to 100+ years of combined knowledge and experience.
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Commemorating WindTech’s 15-year anniversary and journey
As WindTech commemorates our 15-year long journey, we celebrate both Jørgen and his achievements throughout his and WindTech’s 15-year long journey. We also celebrate all the wind turbine projects, satisfied clients and colleagues that have accompanied WindTech on the journey. From WindTech’s inception in October 2008, marked by Jørgen’s leap into entrepreneurship after leaving Vestas, to its evolution into a key player in the Danish wind turbine market, WindTech’s story is one of continuous adaptation and success.
As we reflect on our 15-year anniversary, we express gratitude to all who have been part of WindTech’s journey – employees, clients, and partners. Here’s to 15 years of excellence, and to many more years of pioneering advancements in the renewable energy sector!
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 You and your Wind Turbine in focus!


With a focus on high quality and reliability, a skilled team of project managers and technicians, and over 100+ years of experience with refurbishments and repairs, we're ready to provide you with the best possible solution.
So do not hesitate to contact us - Your wind turbine will thank you.
Contact us directly via info@wind-tech.dk or fill out our form, and be contacted by our project managers shortly.





  











 Do you have questions or   do you want to hear more?


Find our contact information below.
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 Click here for directions
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